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“To succeed as a modern economy in the twenty-first
century, we need our universities to be ever more
competitive in the creation, transmission and
exploitation of knowledge”
Department for Education

T

he KEF was first introduced by the
Government in the Industrial White
Paper (2017) as a mechanism to
increase the effectiveness of knowledge
exchange. With a pilot year in 2020,
universities have been asked to annually
submit data and narratives to demonstrate
their impact across a range of knowledge
exchange areas from working with
businesses to public engagement.
The KEF provides an opportunity for
universities to shine a light on their
existing knowledge exchange activity
and ensure future activity is aligned with
economic and social development.
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The University of Plymouth has a
strong focus on delivering real-world
impact through knowledge exchange
and support for innovation. We have a
strong track record of engaging with
businesses, communities and policy
makers while also promoting public and
community engagement in our research.
The SEI is an excellent example of how
we approach knowledge exchange at
Plymouth and the institute is supporting
the delivery of a portfolio of projects
which work in partnership to engage,
and benefit, the wider world.

Key areas in the KEF
Research partnerships
Working with business
Working with the public and third sector
Skills, enterprise and entrepreneurship
Local growth and regeneration
IP and commercialisation
Public and community engagement
This publication highlights how approaches
such as the citizen assembly ‘learn-heardeliberate” format is engaging people
in science, while our recently opened
Sustainability Hub is being used by
community groups. Engagement runs
through RURITAGE, a 4-year research project
to engage communities in regeneration
through natural and cultural heritage.
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Working in partnership is a critical part
of our approach; you can read about the
work with Plymouth Boat Trips to produce
the UK's first electric passenger boat,
with Pollenize to increase our urban bee
population and with Plymouth City Council
to impact on sustainability policy in the city.
The Low Carbon Devon project offers up the
support available for Devon enterprises to
work with our academics to move towards
a sustainable low carbon economy.

“The University of Plymouth has a
strong focus on delivering real-world
impact through knowledge exchange
and support for innovation.”

Looking at how research at the University
has led to commercialisation in the wider
world, we share the success story of Ginium
in an interview with two graduates, and the
research behind PulsiV, a spin-out company
of the University, which will increase the
efficiency of energy delivered to the grid
via solar power.
Ensuring our work makes a difference
is fundamental to how we work and
the contents of this edition of SPHERE
showcase just a small amount of the
exciting and relevant work we’re involved in.
Please do keep in touch, or get involved.
Allice Hocking
Head of Research Impact
and Partnerships

Sustainable Earth Institute
Research, Collaboration, Impact
The SEI consists of over 300 researchers
investigating sustainability from a variety
of different disciplines and perspectives
including Science, Engineering, Business, Arts,
Humanities, and Health. It brings researchers
together and also with businesses, community
groups and individuals to work collaboratively
on projects that deliver positive impact towards
a Sustainable Earth.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

U

Citizen
Assembly

niversities have long promoted
themselves as curators of specialist
knowledge and expertise, but the
ability to translate that deep academic
know-how into solving everyday realworld problems has been limited. That
isolationist academic culture is changing
as ‘public engagement’, ‘knowledge
exchange’ and ‘impact’ gain recognition
as valued parts of the academic skillset,
encouraging researchers to connect
with a range of external stakeholders,
from local businesses and communities
to the media and the wider pubic.

Words: Professor Iain Stewart,
image: Garren Baker

Despite universities encouraging their
academics to ‘go public’, curiosity and
self-interest still allow many researchers to
pursue concerns far removed from what
the UCL philosopher Nicholas Maxwell
calls the ‘problems of living’. Indeed,
most problems of living – notably those
around climate action and environmental
stewardship - are not so much specialist,
technical issues as moral and aesthetic
issues, mediated by values and beliefs
and concerns over equity and justice.
Communicating academic expertise in
that gladiatorial public arena demands a
new form of science-society engagement.

“Communicating academic expertise in
that gladiatorial public arena demands a
new form of science-society engagement”
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One solution that has emerged in recent
years is the citizen assembly - a deliberative
forum that brings together a diverse group
of the public - selected at random but

chosen to broadly reflect the demographics
of the local community - to collectively
interrogate complex societal issues and
draw informed recommendations about
what should be done. Adopting a “learnhear-deliberate” format, citizen assemblies
incorporate expert witnesses, public
submissions and facilitated discussions,
with scientific evidence from academic
experts sharing the stage with personal
testimonies from people’s lived experiences.
Researchers within the Sustainable Earth
Institute are involved in two such public
engagement experiments, both motivated
by the current Climate Emergency. As
members of the Devon Net-Zero Task Force,
myself and Professor Ian Bailey help provide
the expert underpinning for a county-wide
citizen assembly that will take place in
Spring 2021. Important lessons for that will
come from my role as Communications
Lead and Chair of the Evidence Group for
the Scottish Climate Assembly, which sees
100 members of the public deliberate over
six weekends of expert-informed hearings
between November 2020 and March 2021.
It is too early to tell for sure, but this exciting
new people-centred approach
offers the promise of securing an
evidence-led, scientifically-informed
public mandate for collective action
for one of our most complex and
controversial societal challenges.

'Live streaming of the
Devon Net-Zero Task Force
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

“The Sustainability Hub provides us a practical venue to bring both our
community members and partners at the University together, and it’s
also proven a very energising space where the synergy between our
partners has resulted in some great collaborative outcomes”
Alistair McPherson, CEO Plymouth Energy Community

W

ith biophillic design elements creating a
connection to nature, the Hub offers an
inspiring setting to interact on all topics
of sustainability. While much of 2020 the Hub’s
doors were closed due to the global pandemic,
a range of events were held prior to lockdown
where staff and students connected with the
community on local issues and wider global
challenges.

Connect - exchange - collaborate
at the Sustainability Hub
Words: Naomi Fowkes, images: Lloyd Russell

In December 2019, the fully refurbished Kirkby Lodge officially reopened its
doors as the Sustainability Hub, providing a dedicated space for staff and
students to host external partners, engage with community and support
local action groups.
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In its short time the Hub has welcomed a diverse
range of community action groups, including the
Devon Community Energy Network, Plymouth Tree
Partnership, Environment Plymouth, Climate Action
Plymouth and Plymouth Radical Cinema. Among
the first to use the space was Plymouth Energy
Community, bringing together over 40 attendees
from business, community and the University to
engage on the topic of Unlocking Renewable Heat.
As a creative and exploratory space, the
Sustainability Hub is an apt venue for the Urban
Dialogues monthly ‘Playground’ sessions.
Facilitated by the Arts Institute and Centre for
Sustainable Futures, the network embraces
community engagement as an opportunity
for students, staff and community to explore
opportunities together.
To date, the Urban Dialogues Network has helped
facilitate over 40 environmentally focussed
projects across the City.

Trainee clinical psychologist Alice Walker, chose
the Hub’s informal setting to host Plymouth
Community Climate Conversations. It provided
a safe space for members of the public to share
their emotional responses to the climate crisis and
a forum for Alice to connect with the community
on her research topic.
Including a full communications suite, the facilities
were used by Devon County Council’s Net Zero
Carbon Taskforce to conduct two thematic
hearings, gathering evidence for the county’s
Carbon Plan. Livestreaming enabled the events to
be broadcast via social media channels for wider
public viewing and engagement.
Offering a welcoming and inclusive space, the
Hub brings people together to connect, exchange
knowledge and work collaboratively on shared
sustainability goals. We are looking forward to the
post-covid future where the space becomes a Hub
for action across the University and action across
Plymouth, Devon and the wider world.
Interested in using the Sustainability Hub?
Email sustainabilityhub@plymouth.ac.uk
The Sustainability Hub was part funded by the
European Regional Development Fund as part of
the Low Carbon Devon project, see page 24.
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LOCAL GROWTH AND REGENERATION

Heritage inspired
regeneration
Words: Dr Klara Lucznik

RURITAGE is a four-year EU-funded research project, initiated
June 2018, which strives to enable rural regeneration and local
growth through natural and cultural heritage.

T

he project aims to sustainably
enhance local heritage for
regional and community
development with the help of the
Systemic Innovation Areas (SIA)
framework, which identifies unique
heritage potential within rural
communities. SIAs focus on areas
such as Pilgrimage, Resilience,
Sustainable Local Food Production,
Integrated Landscape Management,
Migration and Art and Festivals.
The project encourages the
exchange of knowledge between
communities, business and
academic partners. By working
with ‘Role Model’ partners, the
project provides successful
rural regeneration scenarios and
‘lessons learnt’ to communities
willing to adopt and test these
scenarios to regenerate their areas
around their own unique potential;
these are called Replicators.
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Each Replicator team received
intensive training on how to design
and implement change using local
recourses, and by including local
stakeholders into the decision
and implementation process. They
developed strategies on how to rediscover local cultural and natural
heritage, how to navigate social
change and community dialogue,
and how to monitor the progress
of actions. In the following two
years, Replicators will implement
their heritage-inspired actions. The
project will monitor this process to
demonstrate how the investment
in local natural and cultural
heritage becomes an engine for
the sustainable regeneration of
rural areas.

Magma UNESCO Global Geopark.
The Rate my View app allows
participants to share their view of
landscape by collecting images with a
couple of words of personal impressions
HERITAGE INSPIRED REGENERATION 11

“The project encourages the
exchange of knowledge between
communities, business and
academic partners”
For example, Magma UNESCO Global
Geopark for Norway focuses on the
promotion of their local food products and
traditions, integrated landscape management
and migration challenges. The region is
known for its outstanding beauty of gentle
slopes, small valleys and over 6,000 lakes.
Now, they are opening a new walking trail
that will guide visitors between local food
providers, farms and shops. Furthermore, it
will support the boost of local business by
establishing internships and work training for
migrant integration.
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The team from the University of Plymouth,
including Dr Lynda Rodwell, Dr John Martin,
Dr Sabine Pahl and Prof. Iain Stewart, is
investigating how these heritage-inspired
actions change people’s perceptions of a
region. Local communities are invited to take
part in participatory workshops (My CultRural Toolkit) which, playfully and creatively,
allow people to reflect on their relationship
with the landscape. These insights help us
understand better what kind of benefits a
particular site brings us, whether it provides
recreational space, meaningful memories,
inspiration, or spiritual experiences.

These are more widely classified as
benefits of the cultural ecosystem
services provided by the landscape.
Additionally, a broader community is
encouraged to share their views on the area
via smartphone apps such as RateMyView
and Landscape Connect. These apps allow
us to collect geo-located data on how
people use and what they find attractive in
their surroundings. This data will be used
to create a spatial map of values (cultural
ecosystem services) for each rural site.

Together with other approaches, such as
analysing the social media images from
these sites, we hope to gain a more indepth understanding of the varied ways that
people interact with their environment. As a
result, the project aims to gather supporting
evidence for the importance of considering
natural and cultural heritage contexts while
planning rural regeneration projects.
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WORKING WITH THIRD SECTOR

Protecting Plymouth’s
pollinators
Words: Sarah Fear and Naomi Fowkes

Pollenize is a community interest company (CIC) with a mission to combat
pollinator decline. By enlisting help from local communities, schools,
businesses and expertise at the University, the social enterprise has
taken big steps in helping to restore the City's pollinator population.

W

ith the support of crowdfunding, Pollenize
created a network of community backed
research apiaries (beehives) around the
City and stocked them with the threatened native
dark honeybee. However, ensuring the health
of the bees, and a local environment for them to
thrive, required more specialist support.
Pollenize met with the Environmental Futures and
Big Data Impact Lab (funded by the European
Regional Development Fund) to see how expertise
at the university could help. Initially, Pollenize
sought support for placing environmental sensors
in apiaries to monitor bee health. Dr Lauranne
Fauvet worked with Pollenize to determine the
best remote sensor equipment and once installed
assisted with the interpretation and presentation
of data. This helped to both inform beekeeping
practices and to provide data visualisation for the
wider public to engage with via their website.

“Connecting with the University
of Plymouth has led us to
several avenues of assistance:
from drawing on the technical
skills and big data of the
Impact Lab to developing a
relationship that has opened
up further opportunities for
Pollenize to benefit”
Matthew Elmes - Co-Director, Pollenize CIC

Image: Abi Finnie
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Citizen scientists are encouraged to
annotate the location of their seed
sowing on a live data map. Created by
Luke Christison and Chris Booth from
the Impact Lab, the custom mapping
tool provides Pollenize an easy and
effective method of data collection.
The interactive data layers include hive
locations, seed shops and citizen data
collection, bringing together a clear
visualisation of all Pollenize activities.
In addition to the technical support
provided by the Impact Lab, Project
Manager Sarah Fear, has facilitated
further opportunities for the CIC
including; a secondary grant from
the South West Creative Technology
Network (SWCTN) for pollen collecting
equipment, access to the Plymouth
Electron Microscopy Centre at the
University for scanning images of
the native dark honeybee, and a
collaborative project with 2nd year BA
(hons) Photography students.
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Impact Lab has shown that a colony
of bees visit 1-4 million flowers with
159 species of plant in the UK. Big data
tools can help identify gaps in floral
diversity and inform rewilding citizen
science seed packets to create more
resilient habitats for pollinators.
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PARTNERSHIPS WITH BUSINESS

“ e-Voyager will pave the way for larger scale
innovation towards meeting the Government’s
target of a 50% reduction in emissions from the
maritime sector by 2050”

L

ed by Plymouth Boat Trips,
the e-Voyager has been
developed to reduce the
environmental impact of maritime
transport on coastal waters, using
repurposed Nissan Leaf batteries in
place of a diesel-powered engine.

Collaboration propels UK’s
first electric passenger ferry
into action
Words: Naomi Fowkes and Alan Williams, images: Lloyd Russell

Taking to the water in October 2020, the e-Voyager is the UK’s first electric,
sea going passenger vessel; the result of an innovative collaboration and
exchange of skills between four local businesses, the University of Plymouth
and University of Exeter.
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Using an existing work boat, the
vessel was rebuilt over several
months at Voyager Marine in
Cornwall, working alongside
engineering company EV Parts to
install an advanced electric motor,
and Teignbridge Propellers to
optimise propeller performance for
maximum battery efficiency.
Working in partnership with these
local businesses, the University
of Plymouth provided a range
of specialist technical support,
research expertise and business
support. Project and Knowledge
Exchange Manager for the
Environmental Futures and Big Data
Impact Lab, Sarah Fear, was pivotal
in managing the relationship with

Plymouth Boat Trips, from assisting
with the application for grant
funds to facilitating the various
channels of support from across
the university.
Initially, research expertise
was sought to assist with the
selection of electric propulsion
and battery systems. As the
project moved into build phase,
technical support was provided
on the selection and installation of
purpose-built sensors to record
data on emissions including
noise pollution, air pollution and
fuel consumption. Researchers
collected data during the build
stage and continue to do so as
part of the vessel’s rigorous trails
before it launches commercially
in April 2021. Using the technology
and skills of the Impact Lab, data
visualisation will be created to
demonstrate the environmental
benefits to Plymouth Sound.
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The success of this project has
paved the way for the conversion
of larger vessels in Plymouth Boat
Trips’ fleet, along with the new build
of similar vessels. The electric mode
of transport supports Plymouth
City Council's sustainable transport
goals and has been a catalyst for
the Council’s installation of three
22 KwH chargers on the Barbican
landing stage.
Project leader for Plymouth Boat
Trips and Voyager Marine, Andy
Hurley, said:
“It’s hugely exciting to see the
launch of e-Voyager and the
result of such a progressive
collaboration to create a cleaner
and more sustainable future for
the marine industry. Through
developing the technology and
maritime applications, Voyager
Marine is helping to place
Plymouth and the South West as
UK leaders in the conversion and
new build of zero-carbon, fully
electric commercial vessels.”
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Dr Richard Pemberton, Lecturer in
Mechanical and Marine Engineering
Design at the University of
Plymouth, added:
“Through our diverse mix of staff
and specialisms, the University
of Plymouth has been able to
support Plymouth Boat Trips and
firmly believes that the work
conducted on e-Voyager will
pave the way for larger scale
innovation towards meeting the
Government’s target of a 50%
reduction in emissions from the
maritime sector by 2050.”
The project has been funded by the
£1.4million Clean Maritime Call, a
Maritime Research and Innovation
UK (MarRI-UK) initiative supported
by the Department for Transport
(DfT), with further support from
the £6.4million Environmental
Futures and Big Data Impact Lab
and the £4million Marine Business
Technology Centre, both partfunded by the European Regional
Development Fund.

“It’s hugely exciting to see the launch of

e-Voyager and the result of such a progressive
collaboration to create a cleaner and more
sustainable future for the marine industry”

Andy Hurley, Project leader for Plymouth Boat Trips and Voyager Marine

Andy Hurley and Sarah Fear
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WORKING WITH THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Working together for
a more sustainable city
Words: Dr Paul Hardman, illustration: Joe Meldrum

“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts” - Aristotle
Since 2012, the Sustainable Earth Institute (SEI) has been working
closely with the Low Carbon City Team at Plymouth City Council
(PCC) to ensure that opportunities for research collaboration
and knowledge exchange are realised. Through a number of joint
initiatives, the University has been able to share expertise that
supports the City’s sustainable development agenda.

Research Manifesto –
‘Creating a Sustainable Future’
In 2015, the SEI and PCC developed a joint
research manifesto setting out some of the key
local sustainability issues for Plymouth and the
related research areas and learning opportunities.
The priority areas of research included: health
inequalities, natural infrastructure, water quality
and flooding, home energy, transport, knowledge
economy, sustainable food, governance and
participation and housing.
By working with the local council to identify the key
issues we can ensure our research contributes to
the development of long-term solutions. Examples
include research by multiple University academics
into flood management that respond to the
City’s need to manage increasing flood risks, and
research into sustainable transport, that can help
inform the City’s aspiration to provide adequate
transport links and a shift away from car use.
Currently the Low Carbon Devon project, as
detailed on page 24, is helping to respond to
areas outlined in the manifesto around energy
use, including influencing behaviour change and
technological solutions to reduce energy demand.

Plymouth Net-Zero
Carbon Action Group
In 2019, the University of Plymouth and PCC
declared a climate emergency. PCC announced
that they will be working with their partners to
make Plymouth carbon neutral by 2030 and the
University announced a target to adopt a net
zero carbon emissions (scope 1 and 2) by 2025.
In order to achieve these targets, significant
and collaborative action is required.
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Towards the end of 2019, the SEI and PCC
initiated the Plymouth Net-Zero Carbon Action
Group, consisting of the larger carbon emitters
across Plymouth. The action group provides a
forum for a) knowledge sharing b) joint initiatives
c) funding opportunities and d) informing and
continually improving their activities for reducing
emissions. It is chaired by the SEI and the
secretariat is managed by PCC.

Future Plymouth 2030
At the heart of the SEI is connecting researchers
to the wider world to help develop approaches
that build resilience to global and local
challenges. We are pleased to be a lead partner
of the Future Plymouth 2030 webinar series,
alongside RIBA, architect firm Stride Treglown
and PCC, which brings together expertise from
public and private sectors to tackle climate
change in our built environment. Launched in
November 2020, the six-month webinar series
provides a platform for knowledge exchange of
the latest research, industry developments and
case studies to inspire low carbon, sustainable
development in Plymouth. The University has
speakers at 11 of the 12 webinars from a range of
disciplines including, Architecture, Environmental
Buildings Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
Environmental Science, Geography and Fine Art.
If you are interested in finding out more about
sustainability research and opportunities to
get involved, please contact the SEI at
sei@plymouth.ac.uk.
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RESEARCH PARTNERSHIPS

Carbon cutting
catalyst for Devon
enterprises
Words: Hayley Holt, image: Prof. Iain Stewart

The climate emergency needs action now!

O

rganisations across Devon
are keen to reduce their
carbon output to help
tackle this emergency and Devon
is blessed with many enterprises
already operating in the low carbon
sector. The Sustainability Hub;
Low Carbon Devon Project has
been developed to support these
enterprises and catalyse action
around cutting carbon.
Supported by an investment
from the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF), the
three year (£2.6m) programme,
supports Devon-based enterprises
(sole traders, micro-businesses,
SMEs, social enterprises and CICs
engaging in economic activity) to
access research, and engage with
University academics around the
low-carbon agenda. This means
research and innovation leading

to the development of low carbon
products, services or processes,
adopting low carbon technology
or reducing carbon use.
Through a series of knowledge
exchange workshops and events,
Devon enterprises will be able to
collaborate with university Industrial
Research Fellows focusing on four
specialist research areas; Green
/ Living Walls, Power Electronics
(Photovoltaic/LEDs), the Creative
Industries and Energy Efficiency in
Buildings (Occupant Behaviour).
Academics and enterprises
can work together within the
collaborative space of the
Sustainability Hub which has been
awarded SKA gold rating, the
highest accolade for sustainable
fit-out. The Hub functions as a living
lab, showcasing the latest low
carbon technology.
The Sustainability Hub
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“As councils around the UK announce climate
emergencies, this university-based project is here to
work with enterprises to find practical answers to
reducing their carbon impact and putting Devon at the
forefront of low carbon economic growth in the UK”
Chris Woodfield, Knowledge Exchange Officer for Low Carbon Devon

Low Carbon Devon will produce industry
responsive solutions to the problems
facing enterprises trying to move towards a
sustainable low carbon economy, for example
green wall installation, retrofit LED lighting
systems, efficient building management and
occupant behaviour studies.
There is also the opportunity for enterprises to
benefit from students working on impactful,
fully funded 1-3 month internship programmes
to make a measurable, positive difference to
the environment and to their business. Through
collaborative research and partnerships, the
University of Plymouth will support enterprises to
develop the low carbon sector in Devon.
The Low Carbon Devon project will set the
precedent for other regions in the UK by
bringing together world-renowned academic
expertise and Devon based organisations to
facilitate practical low carbon solutions for a
sustainable and prosperous future.
If you are a University of Plymouth academic
or a Devon based enterprise keen to
get involved, please contact the team
sustainabilityhub@plymouth.ac.uk.
Internal green wall at the Sustainability Hub
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SKILLS, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ENTERPRISE

“Our vision is for a world that can feed itself indefinitely,
by creating locally productive farms that can be situated
anywhere and operated by anyone.”

A growing
enterprise
Words:George Journeaux with Ben Parkes

What did you study at UoP? Did
you have a pathway in mind?
I studied Electrical & Electronic
Engineering, I knew I wanted
a predominantly hands-on
career – something in R&D – but
I’d never considered starting a
business. That was until I had to
complete an “Industrial Project”.
How did your Industrial Project
lead to a business opportunity?
Ben and I were part of a working
group looking into ideas for our
master’s year. Ben suggested
Controlled Environment
Agriculture (CEA), as it’s a growing
field (excuse the pun), and in need
of some interdisciplinary work
between engineers and growers.
We discovered the university were
operating a vertical farm - the
Cornish Plant Factory - as
part of the European Regional
Development funded project Agritech. We took the opportunity to
visit and chat with the research
team. It was immediately
apparent they were spending
a significant amount of their
day setting up, managing and
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maintaining all the components
that create the perfect climate for
growing, not to mention taking
measurements and collecting
data throughout the day. It was
clear that while the controlled
growing environment had many
benefits it was not as easy as
simply ‘plugging it in’. So, this is
the problem that we set out to fix.
What is different about your
controlled growing
environment technology?
We are creating an Internet of
Things (IoT) "toolbox of tech"
(hardware and software) that
makes setting up, managing
and monitoring of Controlled
Environment Agriculture (CEA)
as simple as plug and play.
Our system makes CEA more
flexible; allowing users to start a
farm at any size and easily adapt
and diversify their farm as their
business/project grows. This
makes it more accessible to the
average farmer, SME and homegrower, and is key to moving the
industry and food production
towards a more sustainable future.
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How does this technology aid more
sustainable farming practices?
Controlled Environment
Agriculture (CEA), such as indoor
and vertical farming, has several
benefits over many of the fieldbased methods such as using less
resources, reduced environmental
impacts and seasonless growing. It
won’t replace field base agriculture
but will compliment and support it.
We are currently working with
Cornish Essential Oils to set up
a CEA farm that can be used
for seasonless growth crops
like lemon balm and mint. It
can also be used to rapidly
propagate some of their lavender
plants. This will allow them to
be transplanted into the fields
earlier on in the year, at a stage of
growth that can survive the UK’s
unpredictable changes in climate.
How did Ginium become its own
business entity?
The Industrial Project had a
business element to it, requiring
us to come up with clear
project plans, risk assessments
and IP landscapes. We had a
budget of £1000 to fund our
project, which was ambitious
for what we proposed to do.

So, we started a company called
“Automated Sustainable Systems”,
as a means to get paid for doing
some odd jobs at the Plant Factory
and help top-up our budget.
Ben and I started going to events
and business workshops, and we
were successful in our application
for a grant with the University’s
business incubator “The Formation
Zone”. The University has been a
great support, helping us access
grants and bursaries that have
provided us funding and office
space, enabling us to drive
forward the R&D to a stage that
we can now offer our products
and services to growers.
We hope to install our
technologies to help automate
much of the Plant Factory’s
operations, so that the research
team can focus on their research. It
will be nice to have come full circle.
As for the name, we realised
Automated Sustainable Systems
was a bit of a mouthful, and its
acronym was a bit unprofessional!
So, we changed our name to
Ginium: “Gi” meaning earth, and
“nium” from “ingenium” meaning
cleverness/engineering.

Ben & George
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IP AND COMMERCIALISATION

“We have been assured by a global
leader in the renewables space
that this improvement could be
disruptive to the industry.”

Disrupting the
energy sector

Dr Zaki Ahmed

Words: Naomi Fowkes, images: Lloyd Russell

Commercialisation of Dr Zaki Ahmed’s pioneering power
technology is fast tracking developments to significantly
increase energy delivered to the grid via solar power, as
well as improve the energy efficiency of everyday devices.

P

ulsiV, a spin-out company of the University,
was incorporated to develop Zaki’s
breakthrough research and take it from the
lab to a patented commercial application.
The technology, which uses high frequency,
pulsed-power extraction techniques to harvest
more efficient energy, can be applied to
commercial solar farms through to household
electrical appliances.
Originally developed for use in solar micro
inverters, it can be used in new installations
or retrofitted to existing solar panels, with the
potential to supply at least five per cent more
energy to the grid than current market leaders.
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Based at the Plymouth Science Park, the start-up
was backed with funding led by the University’s
IP commercialisation partner, Frontier IP Group
plc, who were instrumental in ensuring that the
mix of investors and the level of funding matched
the needs of the business plan.
PulsiV also engaged the support of the
European Regional Development Funded
programme, Environmental Futures and Big Data
Impact Lab, to create a data visualisation that
illustrated PulsiV’s output compared to industry
competition. Demonstrating clear competitive
edge, the potential of the technology was
recognised by global technology firm Robert
Bosch GmbH, leading to a commercial
agreement being signed with Bosch UK in 2019.

The partnership has enabled the technology to
advance from the laboratory to a commercial
setting, with the PulsiV team working with Bosch
to optimise the design and move towards fullscale production.

The PulsiV technology is proving to have multiple
commercial applications, leading the way in how
power is generated, converted and supplied,
and ultimately providing more energy efficient,
sustainable options to the end user.

The collaboration with Bosch, backed by grant
funding from Innovate UK, also allows for further
commercial exploration of the technology to
improve energy efficiency across a wide range
of consumer devices, such as televisions, mobile
phones and laptops. Additionally, PulsiV are
working on new technology for LED lighting to
reduce energy storage requirements, leading to
a more flexible end-product for market.

PulsiV was granted its 13th patent in April 2020
from Japan, adding to its previously awarded
patents for both the power conversion and solar
micro inverter technologies, in Europe, China,
Taiwan, Australia, Mexico and the notoriously
difficult United States market. A further patent is
pending in China.

“PulsiV Solar is a prime example of how research and knowledge can
be nurtured, supported and ultimately transformed into a significant
commercial opportunity.”
Plymouth Science Park CEO, Ian McFadzen
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Front cover photograph by Prof. Iain Stewart. Green/living walls can help insulate buildings, reducing energy consumption
and lowering carbon emissions. Current research at the Sustainability Hub (as part of the Low Carbon Devon project) is
investigating optimal greenwall plant choice and growth medium to maximise the energy saving potential and multiple
other benefits of greenwalls.
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